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FIRSTLY

FOR CONSIDERING US!

The Institute offers a range of meeting spaces,
lecture halls and outdoor venues for any event,
accompanied by breathtaking views, organic food
and a friendly community.
At Lynedoch, food is a place of gathering, a part
of our relationships and cultures. By hosting your
next event at the Institute you directly contribute
to just, flourishing futures by supporting our youth
and community programmes.
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CLASSROOMS
The Sustainability Institute is located in the Lynedoch Eco-village, a
place where we provide development facilitation to create a space for
sustainable living and learning. Venue hire is available for visiting groups
and organisations. Our classrooms are light, spacious and filled with natural
elements. Water is always provided, and fresh fruit can be made available on
request.

MAIN CLASSROOM

CORNER CLASSROOM

Maximum capacity under lockdown:
20 people with tables and chairs / 30 people
chairs only

Maximum capacity under lockdown:
10 people with tables and chairs / 20 people chairs
only

Equipment provided:
• Tables and chairs
• Flipchart
• Projector
• Speakers
• White board

Equipment provided:
• Tables and chairs
• Flipchart
• Projector
• Speakers
• White board

Rate per day: R2500 excl VAT

Rate per day: R2000 excl VAT
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MEETING ROOMS
Smaller meeting rooms are available which are perfect for off-site team
meetings in a setting surrounded by nature. Water is always provided, and
fresh fruit can be made available on request. Snacks, beverages and lunches
can be ordered as well.

GREEN ROOM

Maximum capacity under lockdown: 4 people
Equipment provided:
• Tables and chairs
• Flipchart
• Projector
• Speakers
Rate per day: R750 excl VAT

LIBRARY

Maximum capacity under lockdown:
8 people boardroom style / 10 people chairs only
Equipment provided:
• Tables and chairs
• Flipchart
• Projector
• Speakers
Rate per day: R1650 excl VAT
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COMMUNITY HALL
The community hall
is perfect for big
conferences, team building
events, exhibitions and to
host big groups of people
for talks or workshops.
COMMUNITY HALL
Maximum capacity under lockdown: 50
people
Equipment provided:
• Flipchart
• Projector
• Speakers
Depending on your event, additional
equipment can be hired in at an additional
cost.
Rate per day: R5000 excl VAT
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OUTDOOR SPACES
TO INSPIRE

SPEND TIME IN NATURE

As part of your venue
hire, various outdoor
spaces are available that
can be used. Sit under the
trees, take a walk in the
labyrinth or regroup in the
amphitheatre.
Outdoor benches and tables are situated
under lush oak trees, there is a big
verandah available at the Drie Gewels
heritage building and the amphitheatre is
ideal to hold informal discussions.
Take a break by enjoying a walk through
the indigenous woodland or visiting the
food garden to see what is growing.
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A SENSE OF PLACE
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HOSTING
At Lynedoch, food is a place of
gathering, a part of our relationships
and cultures. We can cater for light
meals, lunches or morning tea and
coffee. Alternatively, enjoy a healthy,

nutritious meal at the Green Cafè,
prepared with locally and organically
sourced ingredients and let our young
chefs bring you food straight from the
farm to fork.

FARM TO TABLE

LIGHT MEALS

A SPECIAL TOUCH

We support farmers in
the area and most of
our produce is sourced
locally. We choose
suppliers that adhere
to specific criteria in
terms of ingredients,
production and social
impact.

The Green Cafe offers
a range of light meals
throughout the day,
as well as fair trade
coffee, freshly baked
goods and snacks.

From infused waters
to lunch on the
verandah or in the
food garden, we can
make it possible.

As part of the hosting experience, we ensure that all venues have fresh greenery or
flowers, we will assist with the venue set-up, ensure that guests enjoy fresh coffee
and snacks during tea and coffee breaks and place water and fruit in the venues.
Talk to us about your venue requirements, and we will assist as best as possible.
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GARDEN
EXPERIENCES

AN EVENT WITH A
DIFFERENCE

The garden is perfect for
learning about nutrition,
food security and ecological
sustainability.
The Sustainability Institute provides
the unique option to enrich your event,
by expanding it into our community
garden. Our gardens are an interactive
teaching and learning space that grow
organic, fresh produce for the Lynedoch
community.
The garden produce supplements the
nutrition of the young children in the
Lynedoch Children’s House and the
bursary recipients at the primary schools
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onsite, by adding vegetables to their
meals. It is also the space where students
start their day of learning, by helping
with various tasks in the garden during
community work. This is part of our
broader approach to learning where we
try to create a mix of experiences across
a diversity of social worlds that are rarely
connected together in a single space.

SPECIAL FEATURES OF
OUR GARDEN

PERMACULTURE

WETLAND

A sustainable method for producing food.

Our biolytic water treatment system is a
living system that uses nature’s ecological
processes to sanitise water, while reducing
energy, materials and effort.

STORIES OF FOOD
Food Revolution posters installed around
the garden tell a strong story of the broken
food system experienced globally.

BIODIVERSITY
Indigenous woodlands surrounding the
gardens improve and preserve biodiversity.
It is home to many animals, including
rehabilitated birds of prey as part of a
raptor release programme. Paths through
the woodlands provide an opportunity for
solitude and connection to nature.

INDIGENOUS GARDEN
An indigenous and wild food garden serves
to facilitate discussions on climate change
adaptation and food security, preserving
and valuing indigenous knowledge and to
encourage our visitors to grow edible wild
foods in their own gardens.
Learn about indigenous medicinal and
aromatic plants as well.
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OUR FOOD EXPERIENCES
The food community engagement
is centred around participating in
and promoting a fairer food system.
Proceeds from booked group
activities go towards maintaining and
improving our garden and growing
nutritious food for our children.
HARVEST AND PRESERVE
Lynedoch harvesting and food preservation
activities foster a spirit of community
through harvesting together, and engaging
in food preservation activities. Groups may
book this event as a stand-alone activity or
as part of a full day event.
The maximised food utility activity will
introduce you to making your own stocks,
preserves and growing new plants from
cuttings.

WILD AND INDIGENOUS FOOD
Lynedoch wild and indigenous food activities offers a range of low to high involvement
activities that can be booked on their own or added to your next event at our venue.
• Guided tour of the gardens
• Harvest table lunch inspired by a fusion of local, seasonal, indigenous and wild foods
• Guided harvest and permaculture information session: harvest your own organically
grown vegetables and herbs and enjoy an introductory talk on our permaculture inspired
methods
• Wild and indigenous food tour: introduction to foods growing in our food garden and
woodlands and how to use them
• Wild and indigenous foraging & food preparation: introduction to wild and indigenous
foods, with a food preparation session that incorporates these foods into a meal prepared
together
• Wild and indigenous aromatic drinks preparation: introduction to the indigenous
aromatic herbs and plants growing in our garden, with a session on infusing them into
drinks and making your own tea blends
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ENQUIRIES AND
BOOKINGS
For more information about venue availability, please contact the
hospitality team at hospitality@sustainabilityinstitute.net..
To include one of the Garden or Food experiences as part of your
event, or to book one of these as a stand alone activity, please
specifically request this.

@sustainabilityinstitute
www. sustainabilityinstitute.net
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